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Abstract
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) ranks the third leading cause of cancer death in the world and has
a notably low survival rate. Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are newly classed non-coding RNA (ncRNA)
members that are capable of regulating gene expression at transcription or post-transcription levels.
Recent studies demonstrate that some circRNAs are differentially expressed in HCC, and the
deregulation of these circRNAs is associated with the clinical pathological and prognostic
significance. They also play essential roles in HCC progression, and contribute to cell proliferation,
migration, invasion and metastasis by targeting different microRNAs (miRNAs) and protein-coding
genes. In this review, we concentrate on recent progress of some important circRNAs in HCC, with
an emphasis on their deregulation, functions and regulatory mechanisms, and discuss their potential
utility as diagnostic and/or prognostic biomarkers or therapeutic targets for HCC.
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Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), the most
common malignant liver cancer, ranks the third
leading cause of cancer death in the world and has a
notably low survival rate [1]. Although advances in
clinical and experimental settings in HCC, the
survival rate of HCC patients remains quite low after
five years [2]. Majority of HCC patients are only
diagnosed at advanced stage before any curative
therapy could be applied; for those patients after
surgical resection and liver transplantation, relapse
and metastasis are frequently happened; whereas for
those patients who are not eligible for surgery or with
metastasis, chemotherapy and radiotherapy do not
contribute significantly to cure HCC, while these
therapies have disadvantage of significant side effects.
To improve survival outcome of HCC patients,
comprehensive approaches are needed to find novel
biomarkers for the early diagnosis of HCC, as well as
novel therapeutic targets for the development of

potential therapeutics against HCC.
Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are functional
transcripts that are not translated into proteins. Based
on the transcript size, ncRNAs may be grouped into
two major classes: small ncRNAs (18-200 nucleotides)
and long ncRNAs (lncRNAs, exceeding 200
nucleotides). Small ncRNAs called microRNAs
(miRNAs, generally 22-25 nucleotides) bind to
miRNA response elements (MREs) on the
3'-untranslated regions (UTRs) of their target
messenger RNAs (mRNAs) to promote mRNA
degradation or repress protein translation; whereas
lncRNAs interact with DNA, RNA or proteins, and
regulate gene expression at multiple levels, including
chromatin, transcription, post-transcription and
translation [3-7]. To date, dozens of miRNAs and
lncRNAs have been reported to be deregulated in
HCC and contribute to HCC progression [8-11].
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Figure 1. Three types of circular RNAs (circRNAs). CircRNAs are generated from backsplicing of exons, introns, or both. Accordingly, they are classified into three types:
(1) EcircRNAs are composed of exons. They are predominatly cytoplasmic, may harbor miRNA response elements (MREs) and serve as miRNA sponges. (2) EIciRNAs are
circularized with introns retained between the exons. (3) CiRNAs are composed of introns. Both of EIciRNAs and ciRNAs are abundant in the nucleus and may play functional
roles on gene transcription and post-transcription.

Figure 2. Some functions of circRNAs. (A) CircRNAs as miRNA sponges. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) promote mRNA degradation or repress protein translation by binding to
MREs on the 3'-untranslated regions (UTRs) of their target mRNAs. CircRNAs containing shared MREs can competitively absorb miRNAs like sponges, resulting in the reduction
of miRNAs. Then, the reduced miRNAs exhibit less inhibitory effects on their target genes, leading to the over-expression of these genes. (B) CircRNAs as RNA-binding protein
(RBP) sponges. (C) Transcription regulation. CircRNAs can interact with RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) machinery and promote gene transcription.

Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are newly classed
ncRNA members, which are generated from
backsplicing of exons, introns, or both, to form
circular exonic circRNAs (EcircRNAs), circular
intronic RNAs (ciRNAs) and exon-intron circRNAs
(EIciRNAs) (Figure 1) [12-14]. Unlike the better
known linear RNAs, circRNAs form a covalently
closed continuous loop structures with neither 5'-3'
polarity nor a polyadenylated tail, which prevent
them from degradation by RNA exonucleases or
RNase R [12,15]. Hence, circRNAs are more stable
than linear mRNAs, which make them more
abundant than their canonical linear transcripts from
the same genes [12]. Furthermore, they are highly

conserved in different species, and also show tissue
specific and developmental stage-specific features
[12,13,16]. Moreover, circRNAs are capable of
regulating gene expression at transcription or
post-transcription levels: EcircRNAs, which make up
of the majority of circRNAs, are predominantly
cytoplasmic, and may harbor MREs and serve as
miRNA sponges; whereas ciRNAs and EIciRNAs are
abundant in the nucleus, and may regulate gene
transcription and post-transcription (Figure 2)
[12,13,16,17]. Besides, they have been found to exist in
different extracellular body fluids, including saliva,
blood and urine [18]. These suggest that circRNAs
may be involved in different biological processes,
http://www.jcancer.org
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such as cell proliferation, invasion and metastasis,
apoptosis and autophagy, etc., and thus play
important roles in HCC progression.
Recent studies demonstrate that circRNAs have
essential roles in cancer progression, and contribute to
cell proliferation, invasion and metastasis, and
apoptosis of cancer by targeting different miRNAs
and protein-coding genes [19–22]. For instance,
circRNA_LARP4 can act as a miRNA sponge for
miR-424, enhancing the expression of miR-424-target
gene large tumor suppressor kinase 1 (LATS1), thus
promoting proliferation and invasion of gastric cancer
cells [19]. Circ-foxo3 can function by interacting with
both miRNAs and proteins. By binding to and
forming ternary complex with cyclin-dependent
kinase (CDK) 2 and CDK inhibitor (CDKI) p21,
circ-foxo3 arrested the function of CDK2 and
inhibited cell cycle progression; whereas by sponging
multiple miRNAs that regulate the production of
Foxo3 mRNA, this circRNA promoted the expression
of tumor suppressor Foxo3, leading to reduced cancer
cell proliferation and survival [20,21]. Another
circRNA, ci-mcm5, however, can serve as a positive
regulator of Pol II machinery and enhance the
expression of its parent gene minichromosome
maintenance (MCM) 5, a protein which was
associated with more advanced pathological stage
and poorer prognosis of ovarian adenocarcinoma
[14,22]. In HCC, several circRNAs have been found to
be frequently deregulated, and the expression of some
of these circRNAs is associated with the clinical
pathological and prognostic significance. Moreover,
some of them were found to regulate HCC
progression by modulating cell proliferation,
apoptosis, invasion and metastasis. Herein, we review
recent advances of some important circRNAs in HCC,

with an emphasis on their deregulation, functions and
mechanisms of action, and discuss their potential
significance as diagnostic and/or prognostic
biomarkers and therapeutic targets for HCC (Table 1,
Table 2) [23].

Down-regulated CircRNAs in HCC
CircMTO1
circMTO1, also known as hsa_circ_0007874 or
hsa_circ_104135, was reported to be significantly
down-regulated in HCC tissues compared with
normal controls, and its lower expression was
associated with poor prognosis of HCC patients with
a cut-off value of 76.89 [24]. By bioinformatic
prediction and RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) assay
using circMTO1 specific probe, miR-9, an
up-regulated miRNA in HCC and an inducer of HCC
cell proliferation and invasion, was found to be
associated with circMTO1 [24,40–42]. Further
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis
showed that miR-9 was co-localized with circMTO1 in
the cytoplasm, and this co-localization was reduced in
HCC tissues compared with matched non-tumor
tissues [24]. In HCC cell lines, silencing of circMTO1
significantly increased the expression of miR-9,
promoted cell proliferation and invasion, and greatly
reduced apoptosis; whereas over-expression of
circMTO1 increased apoptosis [24]. Further studies
suggested that the expression of p21, a target of miR-9
which inhibits cell cycle and proliferation, could be
regulated by circMTO1 and miR-9 [24]. Silencing of
circMTO1 or overexpression of miR-9 significantly
reduced, while promotion of circMTO1 greatly
increased, the expression of p21 [24].

Table 1. Deregulated circRNAs in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and their functions
No. CircRNA
1
circMTO1

Alias
hsa_circ_0007874,
hsa_circ_104135
hsa_circ_0001727

2

circZKSCAN1

3

hsa_circ_0001649 hsa_circ_001599

↓

SHPRH

chr6:146209155-146216113

Function
proliferation(-) ; invasion(-);
apoptosis(+)
proliferation(-); migration
and invasion(-)
——

4
5

hsa_circ_005986
circ-ITCH

↓
↓

PRDM2
ITCH

chr1:14057494-14068652
chr20:33001547-33037285

proliferation (-)
——

6
7
8

——
hsa_circ_0001141,
hsa_circ_001763
hsa_circ_0004018 ——
hsa_circ_0003570 ——
circHIPK3
hsa_circ_0000284

↓
↓
↑

SMYD4
FAM53B
HIPK3

9
10
11
12

hsa_circ_100338
hsa_circ_0005075
hsa_circ_000839
ciRS-7

↑
↑
↑
↑or↓?

SNX27
EIF4G3
SLAIN1
CDR1

chr17:1703150-1704318
——
chr10:126370175-126384781 ——
chr11:33307958-33309057
proliferation (+); migration
(+)
chr1: 151638888-151639119 migration and invasion(+)
chr1: 21377358-21415706
——
chr13:78293666-78327493
——
chrX:139865339-139866824 proliferation(+) ; invasion(+);

13

circARSP91

——

PABPC1

Chr8:101721360-101721451 proliferation(-)

——
——
hsa_circ_0000497
CDR1as,
hsa_circ_0001946
hsa_circ_0085154

Deregulation
↓

Gene symbol
MTO1

Genome position
chr6:74175931-74176329

↓

ZKSCAN1

chr7:99621041-99621930

genes/ proteins affected
┤miR-9, →p21

Refs.
[24]

——

[25]

┤MMP9, MMP10,
MMP13
┤miR-129-5p, →Notch1
——

[26]

——
——
┤miR-124-3p, →IL6R,
DLX2, AQP3
┤miR-141-3p
——
——
┤miR-7, →CCNE1,
PIK3CD, EGFR
——

[29]
[30]
[31,32]

[27]
[28]

[33]
[34]
[35]
[36-38]
[39]

"┤": inhibitory roles; "→": stimulatory roles.
circRNA: circular RNA; MMP: matrix metallopeptidase; Notch1: Notch homolog 1; IL6R: interleukin 6 receptor; DLX2: distal-less homeobox 2; AQP3: aquaporin 3; CCNE1:
cyclin E1; PIK3CD: phosphoinositide 3-kinase catalytic subunit delta; EGFR: epidermal growth factor receptor; Refs: references.
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Table 2. Deregulated circRNAs in HCC as biomarkers
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Figures in this table were reprinted by permission from Ref. 24-30,33,34, and 36.
ROC: receiver operating characteristic; AUC: area under ROC curve; ISH: In situ hybridization; qRT-PCR: quantitative reverse transcription PCR; SNP: single nucleotide
polymorphism; censored: refers to survival cases at the end of follow-up; HR: hazard ratio; CI: confidence interval.

However, after silencing circMTO1, miR-9
inhibition significantly reduced the down-regulation
of p21, and blocked the circMTO1 silencing-mediated
promotion of proliferation and inhibition of
apoptosis, of HCC cells [24]. In in vivo studies of

HCC-bearing nude mouse model, intratumoral
injection of cholesterol-conjugated circMTO1 siRNAs
significantly promoted tumor growth and serum
alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) levels [24]. Results from
RT-PCR
and
immunohistochemistry
staining
http://www.jcancer.org
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demonstrated that, in tumor tissues after intratumoral
circMTO1 knockdown, the expression of circMTO1
and p21 was greatly reduced, while the expression of
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and matrix
metalloproteinase (MMP) 2, two markers for cell
proliferation and invasion, was significantly
enhanced [24]. These data suggested that circMTO1
may suppress HCC progression by sponging miR-9 to
increase the expression of miR-9 targeted gene p21.
CircMTO1 could be used as a prognosis biomarker for
poor survival of HCC patients, and as a potential
therapeutic target for inhibiting HCC tumor growth.

more likely to be enriched in phosphoinositide3-kinase (PI3K), migration, actin cytoskeleton,
adhesion, and cytokine interation pathway [25]. Some
of these were further validated by RT-PCR, including
apoptosis-related genes (RAC2, EFNA3, caspase 3,
BCL2), proliferation-related genes (TGFB1, ITGB4,
CXCR4, survivin, CCND1), and invasion and
metastasis-related genes (PDK1, MYB, CDH5,
COL3A1) [25]. These results indicate that
circZKSCAN1 may serve as a promising biomarker
for HCC diagnosis, and may also be a potential target
for HCC treatment.

CircZKSCAN1

Hsa_circ_0001649

CircZKSCAN1, also known as hsa_circ_0001727,
was particularly abundant in human brain and liver,
and was generated from the exons 2 and 3 of a zinc
finger with KRAB and SCAN domains 1 (ZKSCAN1,
also named ZNF139)[43]. In HCC tissues and cell
lines, ZKSCAN1 gene is expressed in both linear
(ZKSCAN1 mRNA) and circular (circZKSCAN1)
forms of RNA, and both of these forms were found to
be significantly lower compared with negative
controls [25]. Unlike ZKSCAN1, the low expression of
which was only reversely correlated to tumor size, the
low expression of circZKSCAN1 was associated with
multiple clinical parameters, including tumor
numbers, cirrhosis, vascular invasion, microscopic
vascular invasion, as well as the tumor grade [25].
Compared with the mRNA of ZKSCAN1, which
showed an area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC) of 0.474, the AUC of
circZKSCAN1 was much higher (0.834), with the
sensitivity and specificity of 0.822 and 0.724,
respectively. Further in vitro studies by MTS,
transwell migration and invasion assays revealed that
over-expression of either ZKSCAN1 mRNA or
circZKSCAN1 sharply reduced, whereas knocking
down one of them greatly enhanced, the proliferation,
migration and invasion of HCC cells [25]. The results
from the in vivo experiments by subcutaneously
injection of circZKSCAN1 over-expressing or
knocking-down HCC cells in nude mice showed
similar trends on tumor volumes and weights [25].
Cellular location analysis using FISH assay indicated
that circZKSCAN1 was most likely located in the
cytoplasm, which suggests that it may function as a
competitive endogenous RNA (ceRNA) and
participate in the regulatory network of the cell [25].
To further understand the underlying mechanisms by
which circZKSCAN1 modulated cell proliferation,
migration and invasion, RNA-seq was carried out to
identify multiple differentially expressed genes in
circZKSCAN1 knocking-down HCC cells. KEGG
enrichment analysis suggested that these genes were

Hsa_circ_0001649 was generated from the exons
26-29 of SNF2 histone linker PHD RING helicase
(SHPRH), an E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase involved in
DNA repair [44,45]. It was found to be
down-regulated in several cancers, including HCC,
gastric cancer and cholangiocarcinoma, and has
shown its potential as a diagnostic marker and a
tumor suppressor [26,46,47]. In HCC tissues, it was
found to be significantly down-regulated compared
with adjacent liver tissues, and the expression of this
circRNA was correlated with tumor size and the
occurrence of tumor embolus [26]. The AUC of
hsa_circ_0001649 was 0.63, with the cut-off value,
sensitivity, and specificity of 0.0007855, 0.81 and 0.69,
respectively [26]. Further studies demonstrated that
knockdown of hsa_circ_0001649 by siRNA in HCC
cells greatly increased the expression of several
MMPs, such as MMP9, MMP10, and MMP13,
indicating the possible role of hsa_circ_0001649 in
regulating the invasion and metastasis of HCC
[26,48–50]. Bioinformatic analysis reveals that
hsa_circ_0001649 have potential binding sites of
several RNA-binding proteins (RBPs), including U2
auxiliary factor 65 kDa subunit (U2AF65), Eukaryotic
initiation factor 4A-III (EIF4A3) and Regulator of
nonsense transcripts 1 (UPF1), implying that it may
function as a protein sponge or a transcription
regulator [26]. These findings suggest that
hsa_circ_0001649 may serve as a potential diagnostic
biomarker of HCC, and might participate in the
progression of HCC.

Hsa_circ_0005986
Another circRNA, hsa_circ_0005986, was also
down-regulated in HCC tissues and HCC cell lines,
and its lower expression was correlated with chronic
hepatitis B family history, tumor diameters,
microvascular invasion and Barcelona Clinic Liver
Cancer (BCLC) stage [27]. Further studies
demonstrated that knocking down of hsa_circ_
0005986 increased miR-129-5p levels, leading to
http://www.jcancer.org
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reduced expression of its target gene Notch homolog
1(NOTCH1), a receptor which plays an important role
in HCC carcinogenesis and metastasis [27,51-54].
However, knocking down of miR-129-5p significantly
promoted, while over-expression of this miRNA
greatly inhibited, the expression of hsa_circ_0005986
and NOTCH1 [27]. These indicated that hsa_circ_
0005986 may function as a ceRNA by sponging
miR-129-5p and leading to the over-expression of its
targeted gene Notch1. Functional studies revealed
that knocking down of hsa_circ_0005986 in HCC cells
accelerated G0/G1 to S phase transition, and thus
promoted cell proliferation [27]. These indicated that
hsa_circ_0005986 may be used as a potential
diagnostic biomarker, and could also be an effective
target for reducing HCC tumor growth.

Circ-ITCH
ITCH, an E3 ubiquitin protein ligase involved in
ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation, has been
reported to inhibit Wnt/β-catenin pathway, which
plays important roles in HCC progression and
associates with the susceptibility of chemotherapy of
HCC cells [55–59]. Circ-ITCH, a circRNA spans exons
6-13 of gene ITCH, was recently demonstrated to be
down-regulated and contribute to the progression of
several cancers, including esophageal squamous cell
carcinoma, lung and colorectal cancer [60–62]. By
acting as miRNA sponges for miR-7, miR-17, and
miR-214, circ-ITCH increased the expression of its
parential gene ITCH, leading to suppression of
Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway and inhibition of
cancer cell proliferation [60–61]. Recently, circ-ITCH
was found to be significantly down-regulated in HCC
tissues compared with matched adjacent tissues,
while higher expression of circ-ITCH was correlated
with favorable survival of HCC patients (hazard ratio
(HR) =0.45; 95% confidence interval (CI) =0.29-0.68)
[28].
Furthermore,
two
single
nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) of circ-ITCH, including
rs10485505 and rs4911154, were associated with HCC
risk [28]. For rs10485505, genotype CT (odds ratio
(OR) =1.18; 95% CI =1.03-1.35) and TT (OR =1.40; 95%
CI =1.04-1.88) were greatly associated with increased
HCC risk compared with the genotype CC; while for
rs4911154, genotype GA (OR =1.27; 95% CI =1.10-1.46)
and AA (OR =1.74; 95% CI =1.21-2.49) were markedly
associated with increased HCC risk compared with
the genotype GG [28]. These data suggested that
circ-ITCH and its genetic variation may serve as
biomarkers for HCC prognosis and susceptibility.

Hsa_circ_0004018
Hsa_circ_0004018 is transcribed from SMYD4, a
potential tumor suppressor [63]. Hsa_circ_0004018

1554
was reported to be decreased in HCC tissues and
HCC cell lines compared with negative controls, and
its expression was correlated with AFP level, tumor
diameters, differentiation, barcelona clinic liver cancer
(BCLC) stage and tumor-node-metastasis (TNM)
stage [29]. Furthermore, hsa_cir_0004018 expression
exerted HCC-stage-specific characteristics: it was
gradually decreased from chronic hepatitis (F0-3), to
liver cirrhosis (F4), and then to HCC tissues [29]. The
AUC of hsa_circ_0004018 was 0.848 (95% CI
=0.803-0.894), with the Youden index, sensitivity, and
specificity of 0.531, 0.716 and 0.815, respectively.
Bioinformatic analysis revealed that hsa_circ_0004018
might function as miRNA sponges for cancer-related
miRNAs, such as hsa-miR-30e-5p and hsa-miR-626,
thus participate in the carcinogenesis and metastasis
of HCC [29]. These data indicated that
hsa_cir_0004018 might be used as a potential
diagnostic biomarker of HCC, and may also be
involved in HCC development and progression.

Hsa_circ_0003570
Similar like hsa_circ_0004018, hsa_cir_0003570
also showed down-regulated expression in HCC
tissues, and its down-regulation was correlated with
serum AFP level, tumor diameters, differentiation,
microvascular invasion, BCLC stage and TNM stage
[30].
Its
expression
showed
the
same
HCC-stage-specific characteristics with gradual
decrease from chronic hepatitis, to liver cirrhosis, and
to HCC tissues [30]. Hsa_cir_0003570 had poor
performance for differentiating HCC from liver
cirrhosis and chronic hepatitis, while had relatively
good performance for differentiating liver cirrhosis
from chronic hepatitis [30]. For the diagnosis of HCC,
the AUC of hsa_circ_0003570 was 0.70, with the
cut-off value, sensitivity, and specificity of 12.24,
0.449, and 0.868, respectively; whereas for the
diagnosis of cirrhosis, the AUC of this circRNA was
0.778, with the cut-off value, sensitivity, and
specificity of 11.28, 0.697, and 0.831, respectively.
These data indicate that hsa_circ_0003570 might serve
as a potential diagnostic biomarker of HCC.

Up-regulated CircRNAs in HCC
CircHIPK3
CircHIPK3 was generated from the exon 2 of
HIPK3, a serine-threonine kinase which regulates
transcription and apoptosis, and associates with
multidrug resistance of cancer cells [43,64,65]. It was
more abundant than its linear form in various tissues,
such as brain, lung, heart, stomach, and colon, and
particularly enriched in the brain [31]. QRT–PCR and
FISH results suggested that this circRNA
preferentially located in cytoplasm [31]. CircHIPK3
http://www.jcancer.org
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was found to be significantly up-regulated in HCC
and bladder cancer tissues compared with matched
normal tissues, and deregulation of this circRNA
significantly impact on the proliferation, migration
and invasion of cancer cells [31,32]. Bioinformatic
prediction, RIP and luciferase reporter assays
revealed that circHIPK3 may serve as a sponge for
multiple miRNAs, such as miR-124, miR-558,
miR-193a, and miR-379 [31,66]. Among them,
miR-124, which was reported to inhibit cell
proliferation and tumor growth in HCC by targeting
phosphoinositide 3-kinase catalytic subunit alpha
(PIK3CA) and signal transducer and activator of
transcription 3 (STAT3), was found to be interacted
with and co-localized with circHIPK3 in HeLa cells
[31,67,68]. By acting as a miRNA sponge for miR-124,
circHIPK3 significantly increased the expression of
aquaporin 3 (AQP3), interleukin 6 receptor (IL6R),
and distal-less homeobox 2 (DLX2), three
proliferation- and migration-promoted targets of
miR-124, resulting in enhanced proliferation and
migration; whereas knocking down of circHIPK3
increased the expression of miR-124, leading to
reduced expression of the three miR-124-target genes
[31,32]. These suggested that circHIPK3 may function
as a sponge of miR-124-3p, and may serve as a
potential therapeutic target to reduce HCC tumor
growth.

Hsa_circ_100338
Hsa_circ_100338, a circRNA screened by
circRNA microarray and later validated by qRT-PCR,
was found to be significantly up-regulated in HCC
tissues compared with pericancerous liver tissues,
and the expression of this circRNA was closely
correlated with metastatic progression and the low
cumulative survival rate in HCC patients [33].
Bioinformatic prediction, in silico analysis and
dual-luciferase reporter assay demonstrated that
miR-141, a tumor suppressor in various types of
cancers, was down-regulated in HCC tissues, and was
likely to interact with hsa_circ_100338 [33,69,70].
Further studies revealed that over-expression of
hsa_circ_100338 increased migratiory and invasive
ability of HCC cells at least partially by antagonizing
miR-141-3p [33]. These results indicated that
hsa_circ_100338 was a potential prognostic biomarker
for survival rate and malignancy in HCC, and may
also be involved in the regulation of metastatic
progression of HCC.

Hsa_circ_0005075
Another up-regulated circRNA in HCC tissues,
hsa_circ_0005075, was also originally selected by
circRNA microarray and later validated by qRT-PCR
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[34]. Further analysis demonstrated that the
expression of hsa_cir_0005075 was correlated with
HCC tumor size, and showed good diagnostic
potential for distingusing HCC tissues from adjacent
non-tumor tissues [34]. The AUC of hsa_circ_0005075
was 0.94, with the cut-off value, sensitivity, and
specificity of 0.000586, 0.833 and 0.900, respectively
[34]. Bioinformatics analyses of GO and KEGG
pathway indicate that hsa_circ_0005075 is associated
strongly with cell adhesion, a biological process
involved in cancer cell proliferation and metastasis
[34]. Furthermore, using TargetScan and miRanda
softwares, several miRNAs were predicted to be
potentially
interacted
with
hsa_circ_0005075,
including hsa-miR-23b-5p, hsa-miR-93-3p, hsa-miR581 and hsa-miR-23a-5p [34]. This suggested that
hsa_circ_0005075 may function as a miRNA sponge
regulating the more comprehensive circRNA-miRNAmRNA network, and thus facilitate HCC progression
[34]. These results indicate that hsa_cir_0005075 may
serve as a potential biomarker with good sensitivity
and specificity.

CircRNA_000839
MiR-200b is a metastasis suppressor miRNA,
and has been reported to inhibit HCC progression by
targeting B-cell specific moloney leukemia virus
insertion site 1 (BMI1), Zinc finger E-box-binding
homeobox 1 (ZEB1), DNA methyltransferase 3a
(DNMT3a), Ras homologue A (RhoA), etc. [71–73].
Hsa_circ_000839 was predicted to function as
miR-200b sponge impacting on the expression of
RhoA [35]. In HCC tissues, the expression of
hsa_circ_000839 and RhoA was significantly higher
than in normal liver tissues, while miR-200b was
significantly lower [35]. Furthermore, the expression
of both hsa_circ_000839 and RhoA was inversely
correlated with that of miR-200b, whereas the
expression of has_circ_000839 was positively
correlated with that of RhoA [35]. These data suggest
that hsa_circ_000839 might be involved in
miR-200b-mediated inhibition of HCC progression.

Miscellaneous CircRNAs in HCC
CiRS-7
CiRS-7 (circular RNA sponge for miR-7), also
known as Cdr1as (cerebellar degeneration-related
protein 1 antisense RNA) or hsa_circ_0001946, is a
very special and unique circRNA, which is not
derived from pre-mRNA and contains only repeat
elements [74]. It harbors more than 70 convential
binding sites and functions as a super sponge of
miR-7, an important tumor suppressor which inhibits
HCC progression by directly targeting multiple
proteins, including phosphoinositide 3-kinase
http://www.jcancer.org
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catalytic subunit delta (PIK3CD), ribosomal protein S6
kinase beta-1 (p70S6K, S6K1), voltage-dependent
anion channel 1 (VDAC1), Cullin 5 (CUL5), cyclin E1
(CCNE1), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR),
etc. [36,75–78]. CiRS-7 has been reported to participate
in the progression of several cancers, including gastric
cancer, colorectal cancer and HCC by sponging miR-7
[36,79,80]. Recently, the expression of ciRS-7 was
detected in HCC tissues by qRT-PCR and microarray
analysis. Yu et al. showed that ciRS-7 was
up-regulated in 74% (26/35) HCC tissues compared
with their matched non-tumor tissues [37], while
results from Xu et al and Yang et al. demonstrated
that this circRNA was down-regulated in 60.2%
(65/108) and 73.2% (30/41) HCC tissues, respectively
[36,38]. Although the deregulation of ciRS-7 in HCC
tissues remains controversial, it was consistent that
the higher expression of this circRNA was associated
with the deterioration of HCC, such as serum AFP
level (≥400 ng/μL) and hepatic microvascular
invasion (AUC was 0.68 with the cut-off value of
0.135) [36–38]. In HCC tissues, higher expression of
ciRS-7 was inversely correlated with that of miR-7,
while it was positively correlated with miR-7-targeted
genes PIK3CD and p70S6K, two components in
PIK3CD/ p70S6K /mTOR pathway [36]. Further
studies demonstrated that over-expression of ciRS-7
greatly promoted cell proliferation and G1/S phase
transition;
while
knocking-down
of
ciRS-7
significantly reduced the proliferation and invasion of
HCC cells [37,38]. CiRS-7 may function in HCC cell
proliferation and invasion by inhibiting miR-7 levels
to enhance the expression of miR-7-targeted genes
CCNE1, PIK3CD and EGFR [37,38]. These data
suggest that ciRS-7 may be used as a diagnostic
biomarker of hepatic microvascular invasion, and
inhibition of ciRS-7 may reduce HCC tumor growth
and invasion.

CircARSP91
Androgen receptor (AR) is believed to play a
role in HCC initiation and progression [81,82]. Most
recently, AR and adenosine deaminase acting on RNA
1 (ADAR1), a negative regulator of circRNA
expression, were found to be abnormally
up-regulated and positively correlated in HCC
tissues, and higher expression of ADAR1 was
positively correlated with worse prognosis [39,83]. AR
could globally inhibit circRNA expression by
transcriptional activating the expression of ADAR1
p110 [39]. Among the down-regulated circRNAs by
AR, circARSP91 (circRNA of AR suppressed PABPC1
91bp, hsa_circ_0085154), which originated from exon
9 of polyadenylate-binding protein 1 (PABPC1), was
found to impact on HCC progression [39]. In in vitro
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studies using MTT and colony formation assays,
over-expression of circARSP91 significantly reduced,
whereas knocking-down of this circRNA greatly
increased, the proliferation of HCC cells [39]. In in
vivo studies using orthotopic implanted mouse model
of HCC, over-expression of circARSP91 markedly
reduced tumor volumes and weights [39]. These
suggested that over-expression of circARSP91 may
inhibit HCC progression by reducing the proliferation
of HCC cells.

Conclusion and Future Perspectives
Growing evidences indicate that some circRNAs
are differentially expressed in HCC tissues, and their
deregulation is correlated with clinicopathological
features in HCC patients. By functioning as miRNA
sponges, RBP sponges, and transcriptional regulators,
these circRNAs modulate the expression of target
miRNAs and proteins which are associated with cell
proliferation, invasion and metastasis, and contribute
to HCC progression. Regarding to their unique
advantages, such as better stability, higher
abundance, and existing in different body fluids,
circRNAs are promising diagnostic/prognosic
biomarkers and good therapeutic targets for HCC.
Specially, circRNAs are enriched and stable in
serum-derived exosomes, which contain a specific
cargo of protein and RNAs that could be transferred
from tumor cells to recipient cells and thus modulate
behaviors of recipient cells, suggesting that circRNAs
may serve as non-invasive circulating biomarkers for
cancer diagnosis, and may contribute to cancer
progression [84–86]. Furthermore, a fusion-circRNA
has been reported to play a role in therapy resistance
of cancer, which is one of the main obstacles
encountered in cancer chemotherapy and may
contribute to the failure of existing therapies to
eradicate malignant tumors [87]. However, it is still
unknown whether any circRNA, including
fusion-circRNA, is involved in therapy resistance of
HCC. Compared with coding RNAs, mRNAs and
lncRNAs, the studies of circRNAs in HCC are just on
the way. Until now, only a small number of functional
circRNAs have been identified and characterized in
HCC (Figure 3A), Among these circRNAs, only part
of them have been investigated mechanistically, while
most of these studies focused on their functions as
miRNA sponges in the proliferation of HCC cells
(Figure 3B). For the vast majority of circRNAs waiting
to be investigated, their biogenesis, degradation,
cellular locations, functions and mechanisms of action
still needed to be elucidated. Further understanding
of the relationship between circRNAs and the
aetiology of HCC, their functions and molecular
mechanisms would deepen our understanding of
http://www.jcancer.org
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Figure 3. Deregulated circRNAs in HCC, and their underlying molecular mechanisms in the proliferation of HCC cells. (A) CircRNAs are down- (↓, blue) or
up-regulated (↑, red) in HCC. (B) Deregulated circRNAs may interfere with HCC cell proliferation by sponging miRNAs and increasing the expression of miRNA-target genes.

human diseases, and also provide novel applications
for better diagnosis/ prognosis and treatments of
HCC.
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